THE COLORS OF SICILY
Our 10 day tour of Sicily takes you around the
island, to discover all that it has to offer. Sicily is
a land of extremes and contrasts, a magnification
of all things Italian. The island offers it all: 3,000
years of history, architecture and gastronomic
delights, volcanoes that light up the night skies,
mountain ranges and a coastline that is
spectacular.
From the well-known cities, such as Palermo, to
the resort village Taormina, the island (which is the largest in the
Mediterranean) is packed with things to see
and places to go. The island is a vast openair museum, a testament to nearly every
Mediterranean civilization of the past.
Our tour will start in Palermo. We visit the
highlights of the city, enjoy a private tour of
a palace and see other hidden secrets – all
the experiences to give us the true flavor of
the history and traditions of Sicily.
After Palermo we make our way around the
island visiting some of the sites of ancient
traditions, and visiting breath-taking
villages.
Our next stop is Agrigento, where we will visit the magical Valley of the
Temples. Our hotel offers unique
opportunities to enjoy the temples and
also a spa treatment if so desired.
From Agrigento we will head to the
eastern coast of the Island, to the town
that many consider the jewel of Sicily:
Taormina. Perfectly perched on a
rocky promontory high above the sea,
Taormina has been the most popular

tourist destination in Sicily for a couple of
hundred of years.
In addition to the Greek theatre it has
beautifully restored mediaeval buildings,
breathtaking views around every corner and
a lively network of winding streets filled
with shops, bars and restaurants.
Taormina’s past is Sicily’s history in a
microcosm: Greeks, Romans, Byzantines, Arabs, Normans, Carthaginians,
the French and the Spanish all came, saw, conquered and left.
On our way to Siracusa, where we will spend a
day on Mount Etna, discovering the geology,
fertile produce and dining at a local farm to table
restaurant. Our last nights will be in Siracusa, a
city that boast some of the most beautiful baroque
monuments.
Cost: Euro 4850/person (850 single supplement).
This covers all of your expenses in Italy (not
airfare), including hotels, transportation, activities
and meals (except for a few independent meals).
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